
Topsy turvy; the new 
environment for philanthropy
In what is arguably the equivalent of the philan-
thropist’s inverted yield curve, currently over $502
billion1 worth of global capital seeks opportunities
in both revenue and social return models for direct
investment, while $427.71 billion2 domestically
seeks pure social return in traditional philanthropy.
It took over 50 years to build the philanthropic
marketplace in the United States to this level; in
less than a decade, the estimated market size of
direct investment into double and triple bottom
line entrepreneurs has outpaced domestic philan-
thropic giving. 

What is happening here? Are we, as critics claim,
becoming ever more polarized, with philanthropy
and social impact investing the latest tools to divide
us? Or, are we just really frustrated? We have not
solved our biggest issues in 50 years of modern
philanthropy, which has never budged beyond 2%
of Gross Domestic Product. 

What other solutions can we find? Maybe, as
Ross Baird so eloquently describes in his book, The
Innovation Blind Spot, 3 we stop thinking in a bi-
nary way about capital. It does not have to seek

only profit or only social good. We no longer have
two distinct pockets; we have one big pocket seeking
returns along a spectrum, based on our individual
value systems. As Ross Baird notes, we have gone
from two-pocket thinking to one-pocket thinking,
and in order to accomplish that, we need to be
more ambitious for each local community. Re-
member—think globally, act locally. Turn this “phil-
anthropy with a Capital P” thing on its ear. 

The logistics are daunting. How do we mass
customize meeting the demands of those with fi-
nancial means, each with a different goal in mind?
We are doing it in every other industry. Look at
the iPhone, Amazon, and donor advised funds.
Why not wealth management and estate planning? 

The next logical question becomes: How do we
advise wealthy families and the nonprofits they
support to adjust strategy in this new environment?
We cannot ignore the logic that drives many wealthy
families’ decisions—tax-efficient investing and
estate planning. Can benefactors feel good about
efficiency? Yes, except funding social solutions is
not an efficient market. Therein lies the opportunity.
So let us harness some of that market power for
better social outcomes. 

A portfolio approach to deploying capital across
various models to fund social goals seems quite
technical, and it can be. In order to break it down,
we begin with a framework. 

This article
examines how to
advise wealthy
families and the
nonprofits they

support to adjust
strategy in the

new environment
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The Social Investment Continuum
The Social Investment Continuum (a version of that
created by the FB Heron Foundation) provides a basic
outline to begin advising families, individuals, and
nonprofits (see Exhibit 1). Because donors are using
new methods of funding change, nonprofits also
have to adapt strategy to meet burgeoning demand. 

Let us focus first on donor behavior. 

How does this work?
Ultimately, where traditional philanthropy ends,
new funding models, impact investing in particular,
are picking up the baton to continue funding
social innovations. Donors no longer have to
choose between two polar organization types:
nonprofit vs for-profit. Instead, donors can be
both philanthropic and savvy investors across a
spectrum of models aligned with their specific
values. The idea that a good business model solves
a problem, regardless of tax identification type,
compels donors to think beyond traditional phi-
lanthropy. 

What does it mean to deploy capital for good
across both nonprofit and for-profit models? 

Education/at-risk youth example. The Pearce Fam-
ily4 does not consider themselves extremely
wealthy, but are comfortable and have means to
share. The husband and wife have run a business
for many years and are in the middle of succession
planning. In discussions with their lawyer, they
want to ensure their philanthropic ideals are passed
on to the great-grandchildren they may or may
not meet. They are aware, however, that times are
changing and they want to tweak their philan-
thropy to be modern and meet the demands of
their Generation X, Y, and Z children and grand-
children. 
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1 2019 GIIN Impact Investor Survey, The Global Impact Investing Net-
work (GIIN). 

2 Giving USA 2019: The Annual Report on Philanthropy for the Year
2018. 

3 The Innovation Blind Spot, by Ross Baird, September 2017, BenBella
Books. 

4 Fictitious family—for demonstration purposes. 

EXHIBIT 1
Fund the Ecosystem: Social Investment Continuum
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Their passion has always been the value of edu-
cation, with a focus on how to help low-income stu-
dents succeed. Recently, the Pearce Family has been
frustrated with the college admissions scandals and
is concerned about the best way to go about preserving
their social values for future generations. Words like
“philanthropy” and “legacy” seem too high-minded.
They want to see results. They know their approach
needs partnership across different kinds of models
and new ideas. It needs disruption, so they consider
the below options as a starting point: 
• Nonprofits: Continue making grants to the in-

stitutions the family knows and loves—aer-
school programs, scholarship programs, church
programs, and alma maters. 

• Nonprofit with revenue-generating model:
Loan money to a nonprofit running a daycare
program; provide equity, debt, or grant funding
to a student loan nonprofit business model. For

example: grant to a community development
finance institution (CDFI) making micro-loans
to local entrepreneurs focused on education
and at-risk youth issues. Pay for Success models
work well here also. 

• For-purpose social venture: Invest equity, debt,
or sign a loan guarantee to support education
technology startups using gaming, artificial in-
telligence (AI), and coding skills applicable to
students, teachers, and school systems. For ex-
ample: video games designed to reduce anxiety
in children and young adults, models supporting
early reading for first through fih graders (data
shows steep declines in graduation and earning
rates if children cannot read on grade level by
fih grade). 

• Socially responsible business: Invest in a com-
pany, perhaps a B-Corp, hiring from underserved
communities or benefiting educational out-
comes. For example: Education Funding Part-
ners, Laureate Education, Better World Books,
HoneyBee (addresses predatory lending practices
for young adults building credit, paying off stu-
dent loans, etc.). 
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5 Fictitious family—for demonstration purposes. 
6 The Creative Economy: How People Make Money From Ideas, by John
Howkins, November 2013, Penguin UK. 

7 P.L. 115-97, 131 Stat. 2054, 12/22/17. 

EXHIBIT 2
Fund the Ecosystem: Organizing Your Philanthropy to Fund Models

Charitable Lead Trusts
Irrevocable trust that allows donors 
to make contributions to a 
charitable institution for a specified 
number of years, while ultimately 
transferring assets to a future 
generation.

Charitable Remainder 
Trusts
Irrevocable trust that allows donors 
to receive annual payments during 
the life of the trust, with the 
remainder assets passing to 
charity.

Donor Advised Funds
A separately identified fund or account 
that is maintained and operated by a 
sponsoring charitable organization.

Private Foundations
A non-profit, tax-exempt, legal 
entity organized exclusively for 

charitable objectives consistent 
with donor’s philosophy and 

interests.

Charitable LLCs
Pass-through entity that avoids 

many of the requirements of a 
foundation.  Allows the appropriate 

deduction to flow through to the 
shareholders when making a 

charitable gift of stock or cash out 
of the LLC.
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• Traditional for-profit companies: Invest in a
traditional public company or investment strat-
egy, such as an exchange-traded fund (ETF),
mutual fund, private equity, or debt which in-
volve refinancing student debt, funding educa-
tion more responsibly, creating opportunities
for the next generations, or tackling teen and
young adult addiction, as examples. 
Next, let us explore an example of donor behavior

geared toward helping nonprofits compete in a
disrupted environment as they fund across the
spectrum. 

Arts/culture/creative economy example. The Davis
Family5 has a multi-generational passion for the
arts, which began with their great-grandparents’
trips to Europe in the 1920s. Not only did they be-
come collectors, but they also became advocates
for the benefits of sound design in all areas of life.
In the past 20 years or so, the concept developed
by John Howkins in The Creative Economy6 per-

fectly describes their view on the relevance and
unique contribution the arts have in our social
fabric. 

Next generation: The family is bringing on their
next generation and is interested in moving beyond
pure check-writing philanthropy. They currently
give to several museums and art collectives, but
they are frustrated because their traditional phi-
lanthropy is beginning to feel stale. They often ask
their professional advisers: Am I doing any good
writing these checks? What am I accomplishing
through philanthropy? 

The professional advisers may hear these ques-
tions and assume the family is tiring of their phil-
anthropic giving, which can be a misconception
because often the opposite is true. The doubts/con-
cerns we hear are often a request for help. One so-
lution is to use the spectrum above to dive deeper
into their interests and to expand the family’s un-
derstanding of how many ways creative thinking
and design principles are needed in today’s economy. 
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EXHIBIT 3
Fund the Ecosystem: Deploying Capital to Reflect Values
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What does it look like for the Davis Family to
fund across the spectrum of social investment? 
• Nonprofits: Continue making grants to the

institutions the family knows and loves. Perhaps
expand the traditional grant-making across
various constituencies: children and teenagers,
adults, arts funding in lower-income school
districts. Or, partner with the same institutions
specifically to help them compete more effec-
tively. Fund a digital marketing position or
vendor, fund overhead for improving technol-
ogy systems, work to increase their capacity
to partner across the spectrum. Another option:
partner with a favorite museum to create a
fund to invest in local creative economy en-
trepreneurs. 

• Nonprofit with revenue-generating model:
Loan money to restore an historic theater as
the cornerstone of a downtown revitalization
project. Fund public/private partnerships to
improve outcomes in public school arts edu-
cation programs. For example: aggregate ef-
fectiveness by lending or granting to a CDFI,
making loans to local entrepreneurs focused

on creative economy models, usually local
craftsmen, community revitalization projects,
or any disrupter using a design-focused solution
to solve environmental, education, or home-
lessness issues. 

• For-purpose social venture: Invest equity, debt,
or sign a loan guarantee to support arts educa-
tion, technology startups using virtual reality,
gaming, and design-centered problem-solving.
For example: video games designed to reduce
anxiety in children and young adults are relevant
here as well. ArtLiing (sells art/supports home-
less population); Equinox Studios (affordable
artist work space in Seattle). 

• Socially responsible business: Invest in a
company, perhaps a B-Corp, hiring from or
benefiting the arts. For example: Etsy, Kick-
starter, Patagonia, Creative Action Network,
venture funds focused on social measures,
like Village Capital, RSF Ventures, and SJF
Ventures. 

• Traditional for-profit companies: Invest in
ETFs, mutual funds, or directly into companies
addressing the targeted issues. Food security,
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environmental solutions, education, and eco-
nomic development solutions all depend upon
creative, design-centered innovation. Buying
shares of those large, publicly traded companies
across industries that rely on such innovation
to thrive is one way to tilt an investment port-
folio. 

Use of charitable vehicles
Which charitable vehicles can donors use to ac-
complish all of this? While every family is dif-
ferent, the tax code changes in the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act (TCJA)7 create opportunities and chal-
lenges to planning, both to preserve wealth and
to deploy capital according to specific values.
The challenge advising individuals and families
focused on specific mission areas lies in the stack-
ing of appropriate charitable vehicles to help
fund multiple types of models. Working with
professional advisers, we explore several options
for each category: 
• Nonprofits: Charitable lead trusts, charitable

remainder trusts, foundations, donor advised
funds (DAFs), and charitable LLCs are appro-
priate vehicles to fund nonprofits. 

• Nonprofit with revenue-generating model:
Charitable lead trusts, charitable remainder
trusts, foundations (use grants, program-related
investments, Pay for Success models), DAFs
(grants, loan guarantees), and charitable LLCs
(equity or debt). 

• For-purpose social venture: Foundations (use
program-related investments, Pay for Success
models), DAFs (loan guarantees), and chari-
table LLCs (equity or debt). All vehicles can
invest equity or debt in social venture funds
or directly into double or triple bottom line
business models. 

• Socially responsible business: All vehicles can
make direct investments in Certified B Corpo-
rations (“B Corps.”), businesses solving a social
or environmental problem, private equity or
debt for double or triple bottom line models,
and social venture funds. 

• Traditional for-profit companies: All vehicles
can invest debt or equity in a sustainably run
business, a business solving a social or environ-
mental problem, responsible investment strate-
gies, private equity or debt for double or triple
bottom line models, and social venture funds. 

Conclusion
Professional advisers must first listen carefully to
the concerns and objectives of their clients and be
prepared to offer strategic funding models. A multi-
disciplinary approach is invited, and the funding
models are myriad. 

The investment market offers many possibil-
ities. The funding vehicles that are selected often
need to be created (for example, charitable trusts
and charitable LLCs; owners of certain for-profit
businesses have a pathway in limited situations
to have the profits of their businesses provide

direct cash flow to their private foundation8).
Tax planning, accounting, tax reporting, and
lifetime estate planning (as well as post-mortem
planning for one or more generations) should
be embraced to create a durable tapestry for re-
alization of desired outcomes. Both the donor/in-
vestor and the stewards of the capital need to be
fully informed, and methods to measure results
are essential. 

Professional advisers have to think creatively.
The tools are available. We need to be disrupted.
Professional advisers who embrace the disruption
can join hands with the families, individuals, and
nonprofits they advise to provide the appropriate
framework. �
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Donors no longer have to choose 
between two polar organization types:
nonprofit vs for-profit; instead, 
donors can be both philanthropic 
and savvy investors across a 
spectrum of models aligned 
with their specific values.

8 Internal Revenue Code Section 4943(g). 
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